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A Generic Trajectory Verifier for
the Motion Planning of Parallel
Robots
In this paper we consider the problem of trajectory verification for a classical Gou
Stewart platform i.e. we want to verify if a given trajectory obeys various criteria wh
define its validity, for example that the trajectory lies fully inside the workspace of
robot and is singularity-free. We propose an almost real-time method that may deal
almost any trajectory and any validity criterion and can manage uncertainties on
specified trajectory, for example to take into account control errors.
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1 Introduction
Off-line verification of a trajectory of a parallel robot is ver

important in practical applications, for example when using suc
machine for manufacturing operations. Indeed it is necessar
check if the trajectory isvalid i.e. that it verifies a set of criteria
that will be called thevalidity criteria. Examples of validity cri-
teria are:

• the whole trajectory must lie inside the reachable worksp
of the robot

• the minimum of the dexterity of the robot on the trajecto
should not be lower than a fixed threshold.

• the absolute value of the articular forces should not excee
fixed threshold

There are numerous possible validity criteria while various ty
of trajectories may have to be checked, from straight lines
arcs of circles to quite complex trajectories such as shown in
1. We will assume that the trajectories are 6-dimensional i.e. b
the location and orientation of the end-effector are tim
dependent.

Surprisingly few papers in the literature are devoted to
problem of trajectory verification and motion planning for paral
robots. Singularity-free path planning has been addressed in@1,2#
while path planning was addressed from a control view poin
@3#. An algorithm for checking the validity of a trajectory com
posed of straight line segments has been proposed in@4# and this
paper is an extension of this algorithm.

An alternative approach is todesignthe robot in such way tha
it verifies some validity criteria by design. For example it is po
sible to determine the robot geometry so that its workspace
cludes a specified workspace@5,6,7,8,9# and then to check tha
this workspace is singularity-free@10,11,12,13#. But this approach
is quite complex and for the time being it can be used for f
validity criteria.

The purpose of this paper is to present an algorithm that ena
one to check almost any type of trajectory and set of valid
criteria, even very complex ones, taking into account the fact
the trajectory followed by the robot may be slightly different fro
the specified one due to control errors.

For the sake of simplicity we will present our algorithm for th
classical Gough-type parallel manipulator@14# illustrated in Fig.
2, although our algorithm may be used for almost any type
parallel machine. In this robot a base and a platform are conne
through 6 extensible legs which have a ball-and-socket join
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each extremityAi ,Bi . Linear actuators enable to change the l
lengths which in turn enable to control the position and orientat
of the platform.

We define a reference frameO, ~x,y,z! which is attached to the
base and a mobile frameC,~xr ,yr ,zr! which is attached to the
platform. We may represent a pose of the platform by the coo
natesxC ,yC ,zC of the originC of the mobile frame in the refer-
ence frame and its orientation by using the classical Euler an
c, u, f which enable to define a rotation matrixR for transforming
the coordinates of a vector expressed in the mobile frame into
coordinates in the reference frame. The coordinates of the att
ment pointsAi are supposed to be known in the reference fram
while the coordinates of theBi points are known in the mobile
frame.

2 Trajectory and Validity Criteria
We will assume that a trajectory of the platform is specified

defining the parameters of the pose of the platform as analy
functions of the timeT, assumed to lie in the range@0,1#, i.e. that
we have

xC5Dx~T! yC5Dy~T! zC5Dz~T! (1)

c5Dc~T! u5Du~T! f5Df~T! (2)

2.1 Workspace Constraints. A first validity criterion can
be defined immediately: in practice the leg lengths must lie wit
some ranges that will be taken as identical for all legs and will
denoted@rmin ,rmax# and therefore a valid trajectory must verify a
least this constraint.

For a Gough platform the lengthr of a leg is simply the norm
of the vectorAB which may be written as

r25iABi2 AB5AO1OC1CB (3)

For a given robot the first element of the right-hand term ofAB is
known. The last element,CB is equal toRCBr whereR is the
rotation matrix, a function ofc, u, f, and CBr is the known
coordinates vector ofB in the mobile frame.

Using Eqs.~1!, ~2! we may transform Eq.~3! into a time func-
tion. Verifying thatr lies in the range@rmin ,rmax# for any T in the
range@0,1# is not a simple problem. For example, due to the no
linearity, the end-points of the trajectory~i.e. the pose atT50 and
T51! may lie inside the workspace although one or more poi
of the trajectory may be outside this workspace.

Mechanical limits on the passive joint located atAi , Bi may
also lead to an infeasible trajectory. For example a link connec
to a ball-and-socket joint is usually constrained to lie within
cone whose apex is the center of the joint: hence the angle

S.
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tween the link and the cone axis~the main directionof the joint!
defined by the unit vectorni must be lower than a given valuea.
Therefore we must have

AiBi .ni

iAiBii
.cosa

Using Eqs.~1!, ~2! we may transform this inequality into a time
dependent inequalityG(T) such that for a valid trajectory the con
dition G(T).0 must be verified for allT in @0,1#. Another inter-
esting validity criterion is to check that there is no interferen
between the legs. If the legs are cylinders it was shown in@4# that
leg interference is avoided if a set of time-dependent inequal
are verified.

3 Dexterity Constraint
It is well known that the accuracyDX on the positioning of the

platform is linearly related to the accuracy on the length meas
mentsDr by:

Dr5J21DX (4)

DX5JDr (5)

whereJ is the jacobian matrix of the robot. If we assume that t
accuracy is identical for all the leg sensors, the leg length m
surement errors lie inside a hyper-cube. The corresponding e
for the generalized coordinates is a hyper-polyhedra that is
tained by mapping the length errors hyper-cube through Eq.~5!.
To determine the amplification factor between both errors i
necessary to quantify the shape of the hyper-polyhedra throu
dexterity indexwhich may be, for example, themanipulability
indexAuJ21u @15# or the inverse of the condition numberk of J21

which is defined as the ratio between the smallest singular v
and the largest one. Both dexterity indices will be 0 at asingular-

Fig. 1 An example of complex trajectory

Fig. 2 The classical Gough-type parallel robot
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ity of the robot which is defined byuJ21u50. Singularities have to
be avoided as motion around a singularity will be inaccurate
as very large forces in the legs occur for a pose of the platform
their vicinity.

To avoid singularities on the trajectory we will thus impose
minimal thresholde on the dexterity indexD, i.e. D.e. We will
assume that we are able to calculate an analytical form ofD and
using Eq.~2! we may transformD into a time-dependent function
D(T): a valid trajectory will observe the conditionD(T).e for
all T in @0,1#.

4 The Motion Verifier
Our purpose is to design an algorithm which enables verifi

tion if a given trajectory is fully inside the workspace and if th
dexterity criterion at any point on the trajectory is not lower th
a fixed thresholde. Additionally we will assume that another se
of n validity criteriaGi(T) has been defined. Therefore a trajecto
will be valid if:

rmin<r i~T!<rmax for i 51, . . . ,6 (6)

Gi~T!.0 for i 51, . . . ,n (7)

D~T!.e (8)

for all T in @0,1#.

4.1 Calculation of the Analytical Form of the Constraints.
Our algorithm will make extensive use of the analytical form
the constraints that will be obtained through symbolic compu
tion. We will first consider that the description of the geometry
the robot, i.e. the location of theAi , Bi points, and the minimum
and maximum leg lengths, are available in a file, called therobot
file. Then, we will use MAPLE to get the analytical form of th
constraints and validity criteria~in the following sections we will
assume that the reader is familiar with MAPLE!. The user will
define its trajectory in atrajectory fileusing MAPLE syntax and
some notation conventions. For example the pose parametersxC ,
yC , zC will be represented by the MAPLE symbols x, y, z, whi
the orientation anglesc, u, f are represented by the symbols p,
h. Hence, for example, the following MAPLE file:
xª3* sin(2*Pi* T): yª3* cos(2*Pi* T): zª56: pª0:
tª5* Pi/180: hª0:
will describe that the trajectory is an horizontal circle centered
point ~0,0,56! with radius 3 while the orientation angles are equ
to c50, u55 andf50 degree.

Another example is the gear trajectory shown in Fig. 1
which the trajectory file is:

pª0:tª0:hª0:zª56:xª~310.5* sin(40*Pi*T))* sin(2*Pi*T):
yª(310.5* sin(40* Pi* T))* cos(2*Pi* T):

As soon as the robot file has been specified our program will r
the coordinates of theAi , Bi points and create a temporar
MAPLE file data that describes the coordinates. The user may
include additional validity criteria by writing in a file, called th
validity criteria file, some MAPLE procedures that allow to ca
culate the analytical form of the validity criteriaGi . As soon as
the data file, the trajectory file trajectory and the validity crite
file have been defined the program will run the following spec
MAPLE program:

read~‘‘data’’ !:
read~‘‘trajectory’’ !:
#compute rhoi as a time function
#compute Gi as a time function
#compute D as a time function

The purpose of this program is to obtain the analytical form of
validity criteria. These analytical expressions will be written
specific files for later use. For example if the trajectory is t
DECEMBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 511
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horizontal circular trajectory presented above and the robot
the geometry defined in the Appendix the analytical form of
squared length of the first leg is:

33111784* sin(Pi/36)2126* cos(Pi/36)1(42* cos(Pi/36)
254)* cos(2*Pi* T)136* sin(2*Pi* T)

4.2 Interval Analysis. Our algorithm will require the com-
putation of lower and upper bounds of all the quantities define
the previous section for a given range forT. For example, being
given a range onT we must be able to compute two realsa, b with
a,b such thata<D(T)<b for any value ofT in its range. Note
that it will not be necessary to get sharp bounds on the quanti

A convenient method for completing this task is to use a ma
ematical tool calledinterval analysis@15#. Basically interval arith-
metics is similar to real arithmetics except that the numbers
are dealing with are intervals. Consequently all the basic opera
must be re-defined. For example the addition operator ‘‘1’’ on
two intervalsX15@x1,x1#, X25@x2,x2# is defined as the interva

X11X25@x11x2,x11x2#

A nice property of interval arithmetic is that interval operator m
be defined for almost any mathematical function. Furthermor
we apply interval analysis on a function it enables us to comp
guaranteed lower and upper bounds for the function~that is called
an interval evaluationof the function!, which takes into accoun
rounding errors in the computation. Interval analysis may the
fore be used to determine bounds on the quantities defined in
previous section. To calculate the interval evaluation we will u
the parser of the ALIAS library1 that takes as input a file with a
analytical description of a function and the ranges for each v
able appearing in the function, and returns the interval evalua
of the function. The interval evaluation of a quantityQ will be
denotedB(Q), the lower bound of this interval evaluationB(Q)
and its upper boundB(Q). We will also use abisection processon
a rangeT̂5@T1 ,T2#: the result of the bisection process appli
on this range is the 2 new ranges@T1 ,(T11T2)/2#,@(T1
1T2)/2,T2#.

4.3 The Algorithm

4.3.1 Principle. We may now describe the principle of ou
algorithm on an example where we have constraints on the
lengths, a threshold on the value of the determinant of the inv
jacobean matrix and a validity criteriaG on the passive joints o
the robot.

The basic idea of the algorithm is to consider a time inter
and to determine if the trajectory is valid for this interval. If w
are not able to assert the validity we will use the bisection proc
to split the interval into two smaller ones that will be process
later on. As the time interval will be considered in sequence i
necessary to be able to store the intervals in a listS. Associated
with this list is an indexi which indicates which time intervalSi ,
among then elements ofS, will be processed. The list will be
initialized with the rangeS15@0,1# ~hencen51! and the indexi
will be set to 1. The algorithm proceeds along the following ste

1 if i .n return VALID TRAJECTORY
2 computeB(r j (Si)) j 51, . . . ,6:

~a! if j exists such thatB(r j ).rmax or B(r j ),rmin ,
then return INFEASIBLE TRAJECTORY~LEG
LENGTHS!

~b! if j exists such thatB(r j ),rmin or B(r j ).rmax,
then bisectSi and add the resulting ranges at th
end ofS. Then i 5 i 11, n5n12 and go to step 1

1ALIAS is a C11 package developed in the COPRIN project which enable
analyze and solve system of equations, based on the interval arithmetics pa
BIAS/Profil
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3 computeB(G)(Si):
~a! if B(G),0 then return INFEASIBLE TRAJECTORY

~JOINT LIMIT !
~b! If B(G),0, then bisectSi and add the resulting

ranges at the end ofS. Theni 5 i 11, n5n12 and go
to step 1

4 ComputeB(D)(Si)
~a! if B(D)(Si),e, then return INFEASIBLE TRAJEC-

TORY ~DEXTERITY!
~b! if B(D)(Si),e andB(D)(Si).e, then bisectSi and

add the resulting ranges at the end ofS. Then
i 5 i 11, n5n12 and go to step 1

5 i 5 i 11 and go to step 1

Consider what will happen with the rangeS1 . At step 2 we will
compute the interval evaluation of the 6 leg lengths. At step 2~a!
we have found that one of the leg lengths is always lower th
rmin or greater thanrmax i.e. the trajectory is outside the work
space. At step 2~b! we have found that the interval evaluation
one of the leg lengths is including the range@rmin ,rmax#. But this
does not mean that the leg lengths are outside their allowed ra
as interval evaluation may lead to an over-estimation of
bounds. Thus we will bisect the rangeS15@0,1# and start again
with the rangeS25@0,0.5# andS35@0.5,1#. Now assume that the
current rangeSi has successfully completed the test 2~a!, 2~b! i.e.
the leg lengths are all valid. At step 3 we compute the inter
evaluation ofG. If the upper bound of this evaluation is negativ
thenG will be always negative for anyT in Si : the trajectory is
not feasible~step 3~a!!. If the upper bound is positive and th
lower bound negative, then we cannot ensure that the trajecto
valid, so we bisectSi and start again~step 3~b!!. If the current
rangeSi has successfully completed test 3~a! and 3~b! we are sure
that the trajectory is valid from the view point of the joint limits
Thus we compute an interval evaluation of the dexterity indexD
~step 4!. If the upper bound of this evaluation is lower thane, then
the dexterity for anyT in Si will always be lower thane i.e. the
trajectory is not valid~step 4~a!!. If the upper bound is greate
thane and the lower bound lower thane, then we cannot ensure
that the dexterity constraint is satisfied, so we bisect the box
start again~step 4~b!!. If the current time rangeSi has successfully
completed the test at step 4, then the part of the trajectory co
sponding toSi is valid and we proceed with the next range in t
list S ~step 5!. The algorithm will stop if a part of the trajectory i
not valid ~steps 2~a!, 3~a!, 4~a!! or when all the ranges inS have
been processed successfully, which imply that the trajector
valid ~step 1!.

4.3.2 Improvement of the Algorithm.Although this algo-
rithm basically looks like the classical ‘‘branch-and-bound
method its effective complexity may be poor for complex traje
tories. Hence for a practical implementation some methods m
have to be used to improve the computation time. Although ma
ematical details are outside the scope of this paper we will m
tion some possible ways to improve the efficiency of the alg
rithm.

A first method is to use themonotonicityof the constraints and
of the validity criteria. As we have used MAPLE to compute t
analytical form of these functions we may also calculate the
rivative D8, r i8 , G8 of the equationsD, r i , G with respect toT.
These derivatives may be evaluated using interval analysis an
a derivative has a constant sign, then we will get sharp bound
the functions. For example ifD8.0 for a given time interval, then
D is monotically increasing andD will be obtained for the lower
bound of the time interval.

Note also that the derivative may be used to perform an inte
evaluation of the constraints of the validity criteria using a fi
order Taylor expansion which, in some cases, may lead to sha
bounds than the natural interval evaluation described in sec
4.2 @16#. In the same manner the derivatives may be used
implement an interval Newton method which, under some con
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tions on the interval evaluation of the derivatives, enable one
determine if there exists a zero of a functionF(T) within some
range forT. This method may be used for example to test if the
is value forT such that on a given trajectory one of the leg leng
is equal tormin or rmax.

In the same manner the concept ofconsistencymay be used to
check a validity criteria@17#. Consistency is a family of method
but we will illustrate one of these methods, the 2B-consistency, on
a simple example: assume that a leg length may be writtenr
52T2T21sin(T)/3 and that we want to check ifr may be larger
than 1 whenT is in the range@0, 0.5#. The interval evaluation ofr
for this interval is @20.25, 1.159# and hencer may indeed be
larger than 1. Now we aim to determine ifr may be equal to 1 for
a value ofT within the range i.e. to locate a value forT such that
2T2T21sin(T)/351. Using a new variableT1 this equation may
also be written as the system of 2 equationsT15(11T2

2sin(T)/3)/2, T15T. The interval evaluation of the right side o
the first equation allows us to find the bounds@0.42, 0.625# for T1
and using the second equation we conclude that ifr is equal to 1,
then T must lie within the range @0,0.5#ù@0.42,0.625#
5@0.42,0.5#. The interval evaluation ofr for this new range is
@0.726, 0.983# which does not include 1 and hence there is
value of T in @0, 0.5# such thatr51. Consequentlyr is either
always larger or always smaller than 1: as forT50 we haver
50 we deduce thatr is always smaller than 1 for this time rang

Among the various types of method that may be used to ch
if a validity criteria is violated let us finally mention the Krawczy
test @18# and Kantorovitch theorem@19# that enable one to deter
mine if a system of equations may have a zero when the
knowns lie within some given ranges.

4.4 Examples and Computation Time. In this section we
consider the robot geometry described in the Appendix. In a
example we want to check a circular trajectory forC in the plane
z556, the center of the circle being~0, 0! and its radius 3, while
the orientation of the platform is fixed withc5f50 and u
55°. On a SUN Ultral workstation the computation time is 4.
s: 4.47 s is devoted to the MAPLE calculation and 0.03 s to
trajectory verification itself.

Assume now that the platform centerC has still to describe a
circular trajectory of centerQ(0,0,56) but with the normal of the
platform in the plane~QC, z! while maintaining a 5 degree angle
with the axis z~this corresponds to a conic motion for the too!.
Such trajectory may be defined by:
pª2* Pi* T: tª5* Pi/180: hª0: xª3* sin(2*Pi* T):
yª23* cos(2*Pi* T): zª56:
After pre-processing the MAPLE file, the algorithm detects in
ms that a singularity occurs on the trajectory at someT in the time
range@0.25, 0.375#. With some minor changes in the algorithm w
are then able to detect that a singularity occur atT50.250796.
Clearly in that case choosing to maintain thef angle to 0 is a bad
choice. If we change the trajectory file to imposef52c ~this is
done by writing hª2p: in the trajectory file!, the algorithm now
find that the trajectory is valid.

Very complex trajectories can easily be checked: consider
example the gear trajectory shown in Fig. 1. The correspond
trajectory file is:

pª0:tª0:hª0: zª56: xª(310.5* sin(40* Pi* T))
* sin(2*Pi* T):
yª(310.5* sin(40* Pi* T))* cos(2*Pi* T):

and the computation time for verifying that this trajectory is va
is 8.24 s.

5 Parametric Trajectories and Uncertainties

5.1 Parametric Trajectories. In the previous examples w
have seen that most of the computation time of the algorithm
devoted to the MAPLE computation. But we have a way to d
crease this part of the computation time: we will define in t
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MAPLE trajectory file aparametric trajectory. For example the
circular trajectory may be defined as:

xªx1* sin(2*Pi* T):yªx2* cos(2*Pi* T): zªx3: pªx4:
hªx5: tªx6:

The value of the parameters x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 will be defin
in an independent file, called theparameter file. Then we will run
our program once: the analytical forms necessary for our a
rithm will include these parameters. After this first run we w
indicate to the program that it may re-use the analytical for
established at the first run. We have then only to change the va
in the parameter file in order to test any horizontal elliptic
circular trajectory at any orientation. Thus after an initial comp
tation, the computation time for checking the previous circu
trajectory lie between 10 to 200 ms on a SUN workstation.

Note that it is possible to indicate in the parameter file succ
sive values for the parameters. Assume, for example that we w
to check a horizontal square with corners at~21, 21, 56! and~1,
1, 56!. The trajectory file may be defined as:

pª0:tª0:hª0:xªx11T* (x22x1):yªy11T* (y22y1):
zª56:

which describe a segment trajectory starting at x1, y1 and goin
x2, y2. Then we give in the parameter file the four sets of poss
values for these parameters:

x1 21 x2 21 y1 21 y2 1
x1 21 x2 1 y1 1 y2 1
x1 1 x2 21 y1 1 y2 1
x1 21 x2 21 y1 1 y221

and the program will examine in sequence the four segment
jectories in a computation time of 120 ms.

Such a method is quite useful to check trajectories which h
not an analytical form. Consider for example the clotoid equati

x5E
0

t

15 cos~a2!da y5E
0

t

15 sin~a2!da

for t in @0, 3# ~Fig. 3!. The clotoid has been approximated by 25
segments and it takes about 2.9 s to determine that part of
segment from@14.5582, 7.119# to @14.5743, 7.21# is outside the
workspace.

5.2 Surface Verification. Up to now we have considere
only 1D trajectory but we may easily extend our algorithm to d
with surface verification. A surface is a 2D variety: for example
the platform has to perform a motion such thatC lie on sphere
centered at xa, ya, za and radius r while its normal is along
normal of the sphere atC the trajectory file may be written as:

Fig. 3 A clotoid
DECEMBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 513
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xªxa2r* sin(p)* sin(t):yªya1r* cos(p)* sin(t):
zªza2r* cos(t):hª2p:

Note that the value of h is arbitrary. Therefore using this model
a sphere we have to deal with two parametersc, u while in the
previous sections the only parameter wasT. Basically the same
‘‘branch and bound algorithm’’ may be used but its efficiency w
be drastically modified by the choice of the heuristics that ena
one to improve the interval evaluation of the constraints and
lidity criteria and determine which variable should be bisected

As an example we have checked a surface which is a part
sphere centered at~0, 0, 59! with radius 2, for the range@0, 2p#
for c and @20.4, 0.4# for u. The motion verifier finds in 130 ms
that the trajectory forc in @0, 0.0982# andu in @20.4,20.3875# is
not valid.

5.3 Uncertainties in the Trajectories. Up to now we have
assumed that the robot will follow exactly the specified trajecto
But in practice control and model errors may cause the real
jectory to be a little bit different from the specified one. To de
with this uncertainty we may assume that each pose paramet
has an error which may be described by a range@2et ,et#. This
range is described in aninterval file as follows:

x1 20.01 0.01
x2 20.002 0.002

We may then introduce these ranges in the trajectory file.
example the circular trajectory file may be written as:

xª3* sin(2*Pi* T)1x1: yª3* cos(2*Pi* T)1x1:
zª561x1: pªx2: tª5* Pi/1801x2: hªx2:

Due to errors in control the trajectory followed by the center
the platform will lie inside a torus and the algorithm checks th
any trajectory within this torus is valid. In that case the compu
tion time of the analytical expressions of the constraints and
lidity criteria is slightly larger~about 1 mn 40 s! but the algorithm
determines that the trajectory is still valid.

6 Specific Motion Verifier
Although quite efficient in terms of computation time the g

neric motion verifier relies on the interpretation mode of t
parser to compute the interval evaluation of the validity criterio
an operation that may be used a large number of times for c
plex trajectories. Clearly a better efficiency would be obtained
these evaluations were done by a devoted C11 module. For a
specific parametric trajectory we have developed a MAPLE p
gram that is able to produce automatically the C11 code for all
the constraints and validity criteria equations. We are thus abl
derive a dedicated motion verifier for a specific type of trajecto
As an example we have developed such a verifier for planar
tions of the platform constituted of line segments. Using this s
cific motion verifier the computation time for the verification
the clotoid trajectory is 150 ms. Thus, a specific motion verifie
at least 10 times faster than the generic verifier.

7 Extension to Other Mechanical Architectures
The previous algorithm may be divided into two parts:
• the MAPLE part in which we compute the analytical form

the criteria we want to check
• the analysis based on these analytical forms

The analysis part is not affected by the mechanical architectur
the robot, while on the other hand the MAPLE part is rea
514 Õ Vol. 123, DECEMBER 2001
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architecture-dependent. This later part can easily be change
deal with any mechanical architecture different from the Gou
platform, without modifying the analysis part.

8 Conclusion
We have described here a very efficient and user-frien

method for trajectory verification of the motion of parallel stru
ture machines. It enables us to check, for almost any type
trajectories, if the trajectory is fully inside the workspace,
singularity-free and exhibits a good dexterity index, while it c
also deal with any other validity criterion as soon as an analyt
form is known for the criterion. Although it has been described
the Gough platform it can be easily adapted to any other mech
cal architecture.

Prospective work is now to study the problem of the moti
planning of parallel robots i.e. to propose an algorithm which w
first check if a trajectory is valid, and if not, to propose an alt
native valid trajectory

9 Appendix
In the examples we have considered the robot having pla

base and platform~hencezA5zB50!, described by the coordi-
nates of theA, B points shown in in Fig. 4:
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